Lucky Astrology Newsletter
Jupiter/Saturn Aspect
First Half of September 2008
Greetings Family and Friends:
It’s been a long time since we’ve had a newsletter out –
May, in fact. That’s because nothing of interest aspectwise has been going on.
But with September comes a new “season” of aspects to
energize us. In fact, this month there are two very
different ones taking place. The first one is the Jupiter
and Saturn aspect, which officially starts September 1, is
the strongest on September 8, then eases off and
finishes on the 17th.
This half of the month is the time for missions and we
don’t mean the type that dot the landscape of California
and have bells ringing and incense burning. Instead we’re
talking about the type of mission for our lives and the
life of the planet. It is a very conscientious time to have
a really good vision on where we are going.
At the end of November 2008 there will again be a few
days when we will also get this vibration or astrological
time for missions. That will be the last time for five
years. So we have two more chances to take advantage of
this time and to put energy into planning projects that
will go along with our mission in life and for the planet.
Think Big! It is a very successful time for planning for

big things, for our whole life, for the whole planet. Very
large projects can be designed and incorporated for the
things that we feel should be done.
Google the Planets. I could go on and on with my
interpretations of Jupiter and Saturn, and I will in my
upcoming book, along with the other 44 aspects, but it
will be better for us to see what other astrologers have
to say about it. The easiest way to get their opinions is to
‘Google’ it. Below is a Quick Start of how to do this for all

of you computer whizzes, along with complete
instructions for the rest of us.
It is important to read these various interpretations by a
wide variety of astrologers to see what resonates with
us; what successful memories in our past they bring up;
what we need to do with our lives now; and where we want
to go. Reading these interpretations can tap into our
conscience which will gently prod us to get going! The
readings will give us ideas of what the successes of
others, and at the same time give us a bird’s eye view of
our past experiences and how to apply this for future
accomplishments.
Make a List - Also it is important to list the big things
we would like to plan for our lives in the next five years.
That’s the very next time after the second half of
November 2008 that this Jupiter/Saturn aspect happens
again. When we have decided what projects we are going
to accomplish in the next five years, then make we can
set definite, measurable, attainable goals with a
timetable.
If we feel overwhelmed by the goals, we can try dividing
them up into smaller attainable steps. We could even
make them tiny daily goals. After finishing this, we can
post our overall goal and sub-goals in a place where we’d
look at them daily. We also can read them out loud for
the next five years or until they have been achieved. And
achieve them we will, if we plan them during this time
period.
So let’s Google! Why? It’s just a high tech way to jog
our conscience to set ourselves up for the next five
years with a mission and then search the Internet some
more for the projects towards that end. That process
could also include finding experiences others have had
similar to our experiences and mission.

Quick Start: How to Google the
Jupiter & Saturn Aspect
1.

Start a Google search (www.google.com) by typing
in “Jupiter Trine Saturn” (place the words in

quotes) in the search box and there will be about
11 thousand hits!
2. Just get the essence of the aspect by extracting
words, phrases, ideas that resonate with what you
need to do for the upcoming 5 years to be
successful. Ignore all the verbiage that focuses on
negative information.
3. Keep searching the same phrase every day, taking
the next page of hits, until you have a clear view of
our life’s plan.

Full Instructions – Googling the
Jupiter & Saturn Aspect
1. Follow instructions 1 and 2 above.
2. After finishing with the first page of hits, hit the
back arrow and go back to the Google search page
of results for the next hit.
3. If the next hit listed is the same as the one just
visited, skip it. Notice also that the color of the
font changes when a site has recently been visited.
4. If you reach a site where it is not clear where the
Jupiter Trine Saturn aspect is, hold down CTRL
and tap the letter f (for “find”) and a pop-up
window appears. Type in: “Jupiter Trine Saturn,”
(not in quotation marks this time) and then click on
Next. It will search and find the references and
will highlight them.
5. After you browse all the hits on the first page you
can go on to the next page or if you prefer, the
next day, continue on and do the next page, and
keep doing one page every day.
6. Remember to Google everyday from Sept 1-17 or
until your plan is complete.
The next newsletter in a couple of weeks will be for the
second half of September and will have decidedly
different potentials. Getting excited?
Many blessings and we’d love to hear from you!
Davie and JoySee Pfaffle

You are free to use parts of this newsletter in your publications as long
as you give credit to Davie & JoySee Pfaffle at www.luckyastrology.com.
We’d love to get a copy of them, if you would be so kind as to email them to
us.
You are receiving this newsletter because you opted in on it. If you want to
be removed from the list, reply to this email with “remove” in the subject
line. If you know people who may be interested in the topics of this
newsletter, ask them to join us. Archived copies of each newsletter are on
the site: www.luckyastrology.com/archive.htm.

